Interplay between ionizing radiation effects and aging in C. elegans.
Living species are chronically exposed to environmental ionizing radiations from sources that can be overexpressed by nuclear accidents. In invertebrates, reproduction is the most radiosensitive studied endpoint, likely to be connected with aging. Surprisingly, aging is a sparsely investigated endpoint after chronic ionizing radiation, whereas understanding it is of fundamental interest in biology and medicine. Indeed, aging and aging-related diseases (e.g., cancer and degenerative diseases) cause about 90% of deaths in developed countries. Therefore, glp-1 sterile Caenorhabditis elegans nematode was used to assess the impact of chronic gamma irradiation on the lifespan. Analyses were performed, at the individual level, on aging and, in order to delve deeper into the mechanisms, at the molecular level, on oxidative damage (carbonylation), biomolecules (lipids, proteins and nucleic acids) and their colocalization. We observed that ionizing radiation accelerates aging (whatever the duration (3-19 days)/dose (0.5-24 Gy)/dose rate (7 and 52 mGy h-1) tested) leading to a longevity value equivalent to that of wt nematode (∼25-30 days). Moreover, the level of protein oxidative damage (carbonylation) turned out to be good cellular biomarker of aging, since it increases with age. Conversely, chronic radiation treatments reduced carbonylation levels and induced neutral lipid catabolism whatever the dose rate and the final delivered dose. Finally, under some conditions a lipid-protein colocalization without any carbonyl was observed; this could be linked to yolk accumulation in glp-1 nematodes. To conclude, we noticed through this study a link between chronic gamma exposure, lifespan shortening and lipid level decrease associated with a decrease in the overall carbonylation.